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Waiting for the other shoe to drop on WWIII 

The war against Russia and China is also a war on the laws of nature 

 

Image by will zhang from Pixabay  

The US will find a way to pick a fight with China. Everybody knows it; there is no way to 

prevent it, and everyone knows that too. There is a reasonably high probability the 

Democrats perceive an existential need for a combo war on Russia and China 

simultaneously before the Nov. 2024 election to keep most of the Biden Administration 

out of jail after inauguration. 

 

By Gregory Brundage 

“One day I will find the right words, and they will be simple.” 

― Jack Kerouac, The Dharma Bums 

April 15, 2023   

If A were to say to B, “I’m going to kill C, because C is earning more money than I, and I 
am insanely jealous,” B probably has some kind of moral obligation to report that threat 

to someone, and unquestionably has that responsibility if s/he has any one of a growing 

list of jobs that legally mandates such a report. (Except in such cases where “A” is the US 
government, in which case “B” will go to prison and be tortured if he shares that 

information with anyone.) 

https://pixabay.com/users/zhangliams-606349/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=6849259
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=6849259
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Yes, B might also have other moral obligations that include: staying alive and maybe 

supporting a family, etc., that mitigate against the above referred to moral and/or legal 

duty to report. Or, am I wrong? It’s my impression 99% of whistleblowers get screwed 
and no form of justice for anyone including themselves ever occurs. That is the AMERICAN 

way; we do not like complainers and that is the end of this conversation. 

Except, except the “Royal We” does not apply to me or other marginalized individuals 

who for whatever reason, are not too pleased with “A”1 and entirely empathize with “C.” 

If B happens to be a journalist for example, one might expect an article quoting “A” 
making that remarkable statement: “I’m going to kill C, because C is earning more money 
than I, and I am jealous.” 

This however becomes quite problematic when A just so happens to be the world’s largest 
carnivore with no inhibitions whatsoever against killing innocents in their millions, as “A” 

has proven again, and again, and again, and, again, and in fact so many times as to be 

uncountable since it was old enough to pull trigger on the guns they begged from the 

French to blithely murder more British because they didn’t want to be a British colony 

partly because they were very busy colonizing the Native Americans, and creating and 

carting off ever more slaves to do the real work that needed to be done. No? 

Is there a law against “longish” sentences written in the style of Jack Kerouac with more 

than a dab of existential angst thrown it?  

Yes, if it contradicts in any way the official foreign policy narrative of whichever group of 

mass murderers and thieves happens to occupy the White House at any one time. 

 

 
1 This is an example the author attempting to reign in a nearly uncontrollable tendency towards being 100% 

honest, and instead attempting to be diplomatic.  

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/417065.On_the_Road
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The so-called “evidence” of China’s “massive forced labor camps, torture” and so on by 

the US is ridiculously thin and their tiny few “witnesses” just not credible. 

The most recent “proof” is the testimony of two women. 

'Like a war zone’: Congress hears of China’s abuses in Xinjiang ‘re-

education camps’ 

Pair tell of witnessing or experiencing torture and brainwashing, as 

Republicans and Democrats vow to document ‘genocide’ Lauren 
Gambino, Fri 24 Mar 2023  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/mar/24/like-a-war-

zone-congress-hears-of-chinas-abuses-in-xinjiang-re-education-

camps 

Laughable? Coming from the global masters, the undisputed World Champions of Torture 

and Brainwashing, yes. A psychological projection, or something more, malign? Oh, more 

malign, to be sure. 

For US$100,000 even I can get you 10 witnesses that will swear to their dying day they 

saw a hoard of pink flying monkeys zooming over the moon on broomsticks last Tuesday 

evening at 9:00 pm.  

A couple of average middle-age women telling no doubt heart-rending and convincing 

tales may well be enough to put some Hollywood stars out of business permanently, 

however as a basis for WWIII it lacks substance, like physical evidence? 

What was the average IQ of Trump’s “violent terrorist insurrectionists” (goof-ball idiots) 

that invaded the White House with rabid violent insurrection (think, cartoons) on their 

minds? Such individuals, like many others, do not really need to think that complexly 

when ordered to “go to the White House and protest.” 

In regards to the collective of A, most reasonable people - a) not being blackmailed into 

silence, b) bought off, c) mesmerized by CIA and other Department of “Defense”  
engineered Hollywood style disinformation on CNN, BBC, and the print flagships NYT and 

WSJ, consisting of 99% complete fiction, or/or d) not intellectually challenged - would 

probably agree, they (the summative value of A) appear, based on voting records, to be 

much more than just the average large group of genocidal psychopathic rapacious 

maniacs found in Europe for example during the past 500 years. 

Fact checks on that demonstrate the USA has been at war at least 93% of the time – 222 

out of 239 years since 1776, i.e. the U.S. has only been at peace for less than 20 years 

total since its birth. (Some report 13, other 17 years.) Beep. Yes, the collective of A is much 

more than just the average large group of genocidal psychopathic rapacious maniacs 

found in Europe for example during the past 500 years. 

https://open.substack.com/pub/altnewsreview/p/slavery-and-the-cias-never-ending
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2023/03/26/abusive-priest-exposed-in-netflix-series-was-trained-under-cias-operation-mk-ultra/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2023/03/26/abusive-priest-exposed-in-netflix-series-was-trained-under-cias-operation-mk-ultra/
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However, the conclusion that “based on voter records” is faulty logic, given as a premise 

it does not consider the massive disinformation and algorithmic censorship to which 

American and European audiences are subjected on both overt official (corporate owned, 

government approved) news sources, and via subliminal suggestions in movies, music, 

games and all other media, too often including religious groups and other social and civic 

organizations, etc.  

Absolutely everything in American society appears to have been weaponized including 

Disney movies, for “the cause” of ensuring an eternity of white supremacist rule (with just 
the right sprinkling of obedient token minorities on camera only) of planet earth, forever. 

And, a far more suicidal game of dominoes has been introduced by A, as other nations 

now must weaponize to resist absolute domination in perpetuity by the rampaging 

hubris-led ego of A. That is absolutely no fun except for those who profit from the wars, 

like oil and weapons corps, and those further down the food chain with limited experience 

with violent death in the real world and an unexamined life. 

Mass suicide is against the laws of nature 

The US is leading the world in extremely unnatural directions now. Lemmings do not 

commit mass suicide by jumping off seaside cliffs; that is a popular myth.  

Family in the modern American milieu  

Well, it is kind of like Mr. and Mrs. Smith, except they usually do not hook up at the end 

but remain in the “blob.”  

In developing countries – the sacred bonds of family, culture, religious morality and so on 

are incredibly important for simple economic reasons: Fragmenting families leads to 

poverty and social instability rippling like waves outward in all directions. American 

mandated liberalism may or may not work well in advanced, wealthier nations, but just is 

not going over too well among those with family values, and they really are the majority 

worldwide. Hats off to Mr. Musk for taking a stance on not whacking juniors weeny off 

yesterday. Fads come and go, but some things… 

Regardless of that, the war years record dates and numbers cited above are wrong, 

because the USA has a 24/7/365 war against the poor and all people of color in the USA, 

and out in the colonies around the world. The “colonies” are often masked as 

Democracies, but those “leaders” are only permitted that position after kowtowing to the 

gods, not of Olympus, but algorithms predicting quarterly dividends.   

They are a diverse group. On one hand there is a minority of obedient token minorities 

that profit hugely from their narrowed perceptions and greed-motivated behaviors. They 

grovel from their hearts. Having those dubious qualities buys them entry “in the club” 
sort of, and at least some trifling benefits from the nobs (nobles/aristocracy of the “deep 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0356910/
https://www.cato.org/commentary/blobs-perpetual-war
https://www.offthepress.com/elon-musk-calls-for-life-in-prison-for-those-who-carry-out-sex-change-surgery-on-kids/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=elon-musk-calls-for-life-in-prison-for-those-who-carry-out-sex-change-surgery-on-kids
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state”). On the other are those, no doubt a majority, that know to survive the horrid 
blood-soaked Americans one must agree to everything, or at least as much of everything 

as humanly possible, bitterly resent it, but are locked into realpolitik with Tyrannosaurus 

Rex so have no choice. In other words, a massive slave class of foreign leaders who will 

vote in the General Assembly to please “A.” 

SOP from the USA 

Everyone with a brain, knows how to read, and has access to news from OUTSIDE the USA, 

appears to now understand the US intentionally provoked Russia into war with the 

Maidan Revolution against the democratically elected leader of Ukraine, that was 

planned, and paid for by the US in February 2014, followed by the May 2, 2014 burning 

of the Trade Unions House in Odessa by American organized and funded Ukrainian radical 

nationalists and neo-Nazis, followed by eight years of US/UK directed random 

bombardment of ALL minorities around Ukraine, especially Russian minorities leading the 

murder of 14,000 innocent human beings in the Donbass  region, even if they are deemed 

less than human by the US and UK supported Nazis in Ukraine.  

The final ultimate provocation, leading to President Putin’s oh-so-long-overdue 

intervention, was the Cambodia/Laos style bombardment of Donbass during the last four 

days before he finally did what any moral person in his situation would have done. He 

tried to stop it. That however was precisely what the American laughably called 

“Department of Defense (DoD)” planned, and hoped and had wet dreams about, leading 
to the current US sponsored Third World War that is has been cooking quite furiously 

there in Ukraine for over a year.  

Fortunately for the DoD, the US has cheap drugs to ensure most free American people 

cannot possibly muster up the intellect, energy, or courage to even realize a need to do 

anything about the World War that has already started. However, sleepwalking into 

WWIII, as UN Secretary General Guterres has said a few times, is not a really good idea.  

What is even worse, far worse, is that everybody with a brain on this planet, even the 

tiniest bit of intellectual curiosity, knows how to read and has VPN, is currently waiting 

for “The other Shoe to Drop,” that is, some contrived provocation for the US to start a 
military conflict in the South China Sea against… guess who. 

Not surprisingly, Atrocious A, has a name and many faces.  

The Nazis waged war with extreme brutality. Jews were never 

spared, but nothing good awaited anyone else either. A Belarusian 

government database contains the names of 9,000 villages that 

were burned by the invaders during the war, and this was only in 

one of the Soviet Union’s occupied republics. In many of the 
destroyed hamlets, the number of victims is often identical to, or 

nearly matches, the number of their inhabitants, at the time. The 

https://www.crisisgroup.org/content/conflict-ukraines-donbas-visual-explainer
https://www.dea.gov/factsheets/fentanyl
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most common method of extermination was to drive the 

population into a barn and set it on fire. People also died from 

shelling and starvation or were simply callously shot. Criminal acts 

committed against the civilian population were exempt from 

accountability under a special order issued by Hitler... 

https://www.rt.com/russia/555203-victory-over-death-itself (One 

of the “forbidden newspapers” in the west.) 

In the wake of the 2014 Maidan coup, a number of corporate media 

sources questioned the role of Ukraine neo-Nazi groups in the 

nation's political life but then it was largely scratched from the 

Western mainstream narrative. 

In May 2018, Stephen F. Cohen, an influential American historian 

on Russia, warned in his op-ed for The Nation that ‘neo-fascists play 

an important official or tolerated role in the US-backed Ukraine.’ 
He bemoaned the fact that many Americans are unaware of 2 

May 2014 ‘pogrom’ in Odessa where roughly 50 people were 

burnt alive in the Trade Unions House by Ukrainian radical 

nationalists and neo-Nazis. 

The professor continued that the mainstream media has similarly 

overlooked the fact that the Azov Battalion, which is an official 

component of Kiev’s armed forces, has a pro-Nazi ideology. Back in 

2017, the Hill quoted Azov's commander, Andriy Biletsky, as saying 

that the mission of Ukraine is to “lead the White Races of the world 

in a final crusade for their survival … against the Semite-led 

Untermenschen.” 

What’s more, the rehabilitation of neo-Nazism in Ukraine has been 

tolerated by successive American administrations since the time of 

the 2005 "Orange Revolution" and continued to thrive, under 

George Bush, Barack Obama, and Donald Trump, according to 

Cohen. 

The administration of Joseph Biden, who used to be Obama’s 
appointee in Ukraine, went even further, by providing tonnes of 

weapons and training to the Ukrainian military as the latter 

concentrated along the line of contact with Donbass. On 16 

December 2021, the UN General Assembly discussed a resolution 

that called for combating the glorification of Nazism, neo-Nazism 

and other practices fuelling racism and xenophobia. The only two 

countries that voted against it were the US and Ukraine. 

https://www.rt.com/russia/555203-victory-over-death-itself/
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/americas-collusion-with-neo-nazis/
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/359609-the-reality-of-neo-nazis-in-the-ukraine-is-far-from-kremlin-propaganda
https://www.un.org/press/en/2021/ga12396.doc.htm
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https://sputniknews.com/20220227/how-western-press-has-

kept-silent-for-years-on-war-in-donbass--neo-nazism-in-ukraine-

1093401313.html One of the other “forbidden newspapers,” with 
ideas that are heavily de-ranked by algorithmic censorship in 

defiance of Constitutional Law and SCOTUS decisions. 

Citing: https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/americas-collusion-with-neo-nazis - 

which cites: https://thehill.com/opinion/international/359609-the-reality-of-neo-nazis-

in-the-ukraine-is-far-from-kremlin-propaganda 

And see, https://www.jta.org/2018/01/28/israel/report-ukraine-had-more-anti-semitic-

incidents-than-all-former-soviet-countries-combined 

https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2018/06/04/how-and-why-the-u-s-government-

perpetrated-the-2014-coup-in-ukraine/  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/02/ukraine-dead-odessa-building-fire 

Russia and China - Prepackaged War – The Haute Couture of armed conflicts 

This war against Russia and soon to be against China as well, was planned in a vague sense 

since the 1920s and 1930s, accelerated during the two previous Red Scares laying the 

ground-work for this Final Phase, and was sparked to life at the burning of the Trade Union 

Hall in Odessa, which included the burning to death of 42 minorities, and 200 were injured. 

The events were the bloodiest civil conflict in the region since the Odessa Bolshevik 

uprising of 1918.  

That those minority human beings that had found shelter in Trade Union Hall from the 

murderous American financed and orchestrated crowd outside, in 2014 in Odessa 

reminds me of Srebrenica (6–11 July 1995).  

Why did it start in the 1920s and 1930s? Good question! The answer: A’s government 

needed really, really creepy savage crazy police to beat and kill workers demanding more 

rights during the formation of the large trade unions in the US. The whole anti-communist 

thing co-evolved in the US with anti-labor criminal behaviors by the US government. It 

took the Supreme Court to weigh in and finally end the last, Second Red Scare.  

The following is something the UN GA really should spend some time meditating upon, 

before voting to rescind US voting rights in both the GA and Security Council, until such 

time as it ceases its’ endless aggression and political interferences around the world, that 

everyone with a brain knows about except A’s citizens that suffer the world’s most 
insidious algorithmic censorship:  

• The phased in closure of all its foreign military bases and return of its military 

personnel in foreign countries. Nobody needs military bases all over the world, 

why does the world’s most atrocious predator need them? Where does it end? 

https://sputniknews.com/20220227/how-western-press-has-kept-silent-for-years-on-war-in-donbass--neo-nazism-in-ukraine-1093401313.html
https://sputniknews.com/20220227/how-western-press-has-kept-silent-for-years-on-war-in-donbass--neo-nazism-in-ukraine-1093401313.html
https://sputniknews.com/20220227/how-western-press-has-kept-silent-for-years-on-war-in-donbass--neo-nazism-in-ukraine-1093401313.html
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/americas-collusion-with-neo-nazis
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/359609-the-reality-of-neo-nazis-in-the-ukraine-is-far-from-kremlin-propaganda
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/359609-the-reality-of-neo-nazis-in-the-ukraine-is-far-from-kremlin-propaganda
https://www.jta.org/2018/01/28/israel/report-ukraine-had-more-anti-semitic-incidents-than-all-former-soviet-countries-combined
https://www.jta.org/2018/01/28/israel/report-ukraine-had-more-anti-semitic-incidents-than-all-former-soviet-countries-combined
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2018/06/04/how-and-why-the-u-s-government-perpetrated-the-2014-coup-in-ukraine/
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2018/06/04/how-and-why-the-u-s-government-perpetrated-the-2014-coup-in-ukraine/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/02/ukraine-dead-odessa-building-fire
https://dimitrilascaris.org/2023/04/14/ten-days-in-moscow/
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Everyone needs military bases to protect themselves from American military 

bases and so America builds more military bases… it is a total idiots suicidal loop. 

It is lunacy by itself, but then hammering right on Russia’s door step like that with so much 
blood, and then this whole ridiculous gossip campaign against China without 

substantiation in fact or law, as prelude to war with China has got to be the steroid & 

cocaine highballs talking on Wall Street, DC and Langley because sane healthy people 

don’t do things like that.  

They could not imagine it because it is the absolute antithesis of every moral, ethical, and 

legal pillar upon which what shreds of civilization still exists, rests. 

Hitler had similar addictions. He was particularly fond of amphetamines and remains one 

of the CIA’s insider’s favorite success stories. 

As the Justices at Nuremberg correctly concluded, “To initiate a war of 

aggression ... is not only an international crime; it is the supreme 

international crime differing only from other war crimes in that it contains 

within itself the accumulated evil of the whole.” That is, war is the 

paramount crime because all of the evils we so abhor – genocide, crimes 

against humanity, etc. – are the terrible fruits of the tree of war. 

In light of the above, I have spent my entire adult life opposing war and 

foreign intervention.  Of course, as an American, I have had ample 

occasion to do so given that the US is, as Martin Luther King stated, “the 
greatest purveyor of violence in the world.”  Similarly, Jimmy Carter 

recently stated that the US is “the most war-like nation in the history of the 

world.” This is demonstrably true, of course. In my lifetime alone, the US 

has waged aggressive and unprovoked wars against countries such as 

Vietnam, Grenada, Panama, the former Yugoslavia, Iraq (twice), 

Afghanistan, Libya, and Somalia. And this doesn’t even count the 
numerous proxy wars the US has fought via surrogates (e.g., through the 

Contras in Nicaragua, various jihadist groups in Syria, and through Saudi 

Arabia and the UAE in the ongoing war against Yemen).   

Indeed, through such wars, the US has done more, and intentionally so, 

than any nation on earth to undermine the legal pillars prohibiting war.  It 

is in reaction to this, and with the express desire to try to salvage what is 

left of the UN Charter’s legal prohibitions against aggressive war, that a 

number of nations, including Russia and China, founded the Group of 

Friends in Defense of the UN Charter.  

 

https://www.azerbaycan24.com/en/why-russia-s-intervention-in-

ukraine-is-legal-under-international-law/  

 

https://harvardilj.org/2017/04/continued-debate-over-the-crime-of-aggression-a-supreme-international-irony/
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/132643-the-greatest-purveyor-of-violence-in-the-world-my
https://www.npr.org/2019/04/15/713495558/president-trump-called-former-president-jimmy-carter-to-talk-about-china
https://media.un.org/en/asset/k1w/k1w1qatav5
https://media.un.org/en/asset/k1w/k1w1qatav5
https://www.azerbaycan24.com/en/why-russia-s-intervention-in-ukraine-is-legal-under-international-law/
https://www.azerbaycan24.com/en/why-russia-s-intervention-in-ukraine-is-legal-under-international-law/
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“Suggestions that we have trained an armed insurgency in Ukraine are 
simply false,” said Tammy Thorp, a CIA spokesperson. 
https://news.yahoo.com/cia-trained-ukrainian-paramilitaries-may-take-

central-role-if-russia-invades-185258008.html  

Ukraine, is unique. 

Launching a war on China 

What is perhaps most shocking of all however, is that the information starved egomaniacs 

suffering from extreme cases of undiluted Hubris in Langley, Wall Street and DC, are 

absolutely dead-set on what is undeniably comic-book crazy plan of total domination of 

the world forever! It would be laughable but it is not funny at all given there is no system 

of checks and balances on American wars, and President Biden, or a President Harris can 

invoke Emergency Powers at any time in launching a much wider war against China, which 

is exactly what the US militaries are most definitely planning, and anyone who cannot see 

that is a purblind fool. 

https://www.politico.com/news/2023/03/23/ron-desantis-republican-foreign-policy-

00088583 

https://www.agenzianova.com/en/news/For-the-directors-of-MI5-and-FBI%2C-China-is-

the-main-security-threat-to-the-United-Kingdom-and-the-USA/ 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/feb/02/us-general-gut-feeling-war-china-

sparks-alarm-predictions 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/us-air-force-general-predicts-war-

china-2025-memo-rcna67967 

https://www.voanews.com/a/us-army-secretary-lays-out-strategy-for-war-with-

china/6985136.html 

https://time.com/6251419/us-china-general-war-2025/ 

https://www.defendingtaiwan.com/getting-ready-for-a-long-war-why-a-us-china-fight-

in-the-western-pacific-wont-end-quickly 

I got in a conversation yesterday at a supermarket with a couple of Taiwanese ladies about 

the natural peanut butter they had at that supermarket, and mentioned how most peanut 

butter companies bubble hydrogen through the peanut butter so people don’t have to 
refrigerate it, however it’s much harder to break down in the body. This seemed to be a 

surprise to them. They did not, but the way, come across as monsters. Nor do the Chinese 

I know on the mainland.  

But then, anyone who is not trained in critical thinking can all too easily be persuaded – 

using erroneous logic - to behave exactly like a monster. 

https://news.yahoo.com/cia-trained-ukrainian-paramilitaries-may-take-central-role-if-russia-invades-185258008.html
https://news.yahoo.com/cia-trained-ukrainian-paramilitaries-may-take-central-role-if-russia-invades-185258008.html
https://archive.org/details/american-bipartisan-laconophilia-and-the-ukraine-war
https://www.politico.com/news/2023/03/23/ron-desantis-republican-foreign-policy-00088583
https://www.politico.com/news/2023/03/23/ron-desantis-republican-foreign-policy-00088583
https://www.agenzianova.com/en/news/For-the-directors-of-MI5-and-FBI%2C-China-is-the-main-security-threat-to-the-United-Kingdom-and-the-USA/
https://www.agenzianova.com/en/news/For-the-directors-of-MI5-and-FBI%2C-China-is-the-main-security-threat-to-the-United-Kingdom-and-the-USA/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/feb/02/us-general-gut-feeling-war-china-sparks-alarm-predictions
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/feb/02/us-general-gut-feeling-war-china-sparks-alarm-predictions
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/us-air-force-general-predicts-war-china-2025-memo-rcna67967
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/us-air-force-general-predicts-war-china-2025-memo-rcna67967
https://www.voanews.com/a/us-army-secretary-lays-out-strategy-for-war-with-china/6985136.html
https://www.voanews.com/a/us-army-secretary-lays-out-strategy-for-war-with-china/6985136.html
https://time.com/6251419/us-china-general-war-2025/
https://www.defendingtaiwan.com/getting-ready-for-a-long-war-why-a-us-china-fight-in-the-western-pacific-wont-end-quickly
https://www.defendingtaiwan.com/getting-ready-for-a-long-war-why-a-us-china-fight-in-the-western-pacific-wont-end-quickly
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A war over Taiwan is likely to be long, not short; regional, not localized; 

and far more easily started than ended. It would expand and escalate as 

both countries look for paths to victory in a conflict they feel they cannot 

afford to lose. It would present severe war-termination dilemmas and 

involve far higher risks of going nuclear than many Americans realize. If 

Washington doesn’t start preparing to wage, and then end, a protracted 
conflict now, it could face catastrophe once the shooting starts. 

https://www.defendingtaiwan.com/getting-ready-for-a-long-war-why-a-

us-china-fight-in-the-western-pacific-wont-end-quickly 

The world’s supply chains cannot supply essential food, medicine and electronic goods 

without China.  

A war with China would cause global starvation, massive disease outbreaks, the end of 

many or even most major industries around the world, etc. It would be global suicide not 

just because of the threat of nuclear involvement, but because it is crucial in so many of 

the world supply chains. 

Antony Blinken says China seeks to be capable of invading Taiwan by 2027, 

stresses US arms sales 

Khushboo Razdan, 23 Mar, 2023 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/3214500/antony-blinken-

says-china-will-be-capable-invading-taiwan-2027  

Atta-boy A, always there to divide any group of people in classic Roman and British 

colonial traditions! Pip, pip, and all that. How utterly not original. What is astonishing 

however is the people of Taiwan are putting up with it, given what has been happening 

in Ukraine the past year. 

That is an optimistic spin, given A’s blundering, arrogant, dictatorial styles of 

communication that somehow fail to realize other world leaders are not complete idiots 

and have options besides absolute veneration of all things A. Except Taiwan? Mmm. That 

could change. 

No doubt there is a bottom-up revolution growing worldwide against US efforts for total 

global domination since the attack on Russia, and now, everyone in the world who knows 

what’s going on is just “Waiting for the other shoe to drop,” and the US to somehow 

instigate a military conflict with China, probably in the South China Sea, however Aksai 

Chin, and  what some now call Arunachal Pradesh disputed territories are also a fault line 

that offers US policy makers the temptation of using India in a proxy war against China to 

get things cooking for launching the South China Sea phase of the US long-term strategy 

for Asia. That might be simultaneous to western air, amphibious and land invasions in 

Tibet, Xinjiang and Hong Kong probably staffed by PMCs; plausible deniability and all that. 

https://www.defendingtaiwan.com/getting-ready-for-a-long-war-why-a-us-china-fight-in-the-western-pacific-wont-end-quickly
https://www.defendingtaiwan.com/getting-ready-for-a-long-war-why-a-us-china-fight-in-the-western-pacific-wont-end-quickly
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/3214500/antony-blinken-says-china-will-be-capable-invading-taiwan-2027
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/3214500/antony-blinken-says-china-will-be-capable-invading-taiwan-2027
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In any event, the best “civilization” in the northern hemisphere can hope for is vaporizing 

in the thermonuclear war. That is probably less gruesome than starving and dying of 

disease. 

US foreign policy makers’ fantasies of a US and Euro-American (Caucasian) minority of the 

world’s population retaining supreme colonial power over all of Afrika, Asia, and Latin 
America is not going to happen for one minute, much less forever, whatever the price. 

Whatever. 

And, so, the UK and US upping the anti there in Ukraine by shipping in so-called depleted 

uranium, that isn’t really entirely depleted either, is a most fortunate step accelerating 
the best possible outcome for the entire northern hemisphere at the soonest possible 

date, at least if you don’t like white people and want as many to die as possible as quickly 

as possible. 

Caucaside? 

It appears, in an effort to grab total world power forever over all people of color by 

knocking Russia and China out of the larger world marketplace as A so clearly intends, and 

indeed mandated itself to do, the US is planning for absolute Euro-American total power 

over all of people of Afrika, Asia and Latin America forever. It is even more likely we are 

on the verge of exterminating 90% of the Caucasian people on earth in a thermonuclear 

war as they dominate the northwest hemisphere, but not elsewhere except Australia, 

New Zealand some other Pacific islands. 

This is very unfair for the Irish that spent most of their history fighting colonialists too. 

Unfortunately they are harnessed to the UN peacekeeping forces, e.g. including Bosnia, 

and one can only wonder if their “peacekeeping forces” would be “re-tasked” against 

China as well, except unlike the UN’s successful mission in Sri Brenika where they 
managed to get just about all the Bosnians murdered right in front of their eyes, they 

might just be armed, if their close relationship with the American Democratic party is any 

indication of the level of their morality during what could just be the “End of Days” for 
western civilization. A tragic epitaph for the Irish; just their luck. Totally disgraced as they 

are, they had to leave it to the French to show any courage!  

NATO and the US can be very persuasive when they so desire and even biological weapons 

are totally on the table, for the US at least since the 1700s for those who do not 

cooperate…, just ask the Italians, the first European nation to sign a MOI as part of the 

Chinese led Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in spite of dire “warnings” that sounded like 

threats from former Secretary of State Pompeo.  

But, what’s a global pandemic between friends, anyways? It’s just the soup and salad 
before A’s next big new (Hollywood scripted and produced) war. 

https://sputniknews.com/20230323/experts-uranium-shells-caused-cancer-in-iraq-libya-as-uk-pledges-supplies-to-kiev-1108736443.html
https://sputniknews.com/20230323/experts-uranium-shells-caused-cancer-in-iraq-libya-as-uk-pledges-supplies-to-kiev-1108736443.html
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_51979.htm
https://www.rt.com/news/574675-macron-france-independence-us/
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/nativevoices/timeline/229.html
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20201117/SARS-CoV-2-was-circulating-in-Italy-before-China-recognized-its-existence.aspx
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US Senate rejects bid to repeal 2001 war authorization 

The decades-old legislation has been invoked to justify US military operations in at least 

22 countries - Mar 25, 2023 

https://www.rt.com/news/573560-senate-rejects-2001-aumf/ 

US and international news did not seem to think much of the above story. Possibly 

because it is the usual story. Unfortunately, nothing can be the usual story with a Mexican 

Standoff in the South China Sea and the USA burning, for some odd, suicidal reason, for a 

war with China.  

True, the US would love to Balkanize China, but might be satisfied this time just 

attempting to discredit the CPC in the eyes of the Chinese people, thereby in theory, 

weaking the leadership of China. Odds are the opposite is already happening and the US 

is just closing off mainly itself from the world’s largest market, in another form of suicide. 

That the game A is playing is childish can be illustrated very simply. 

A and her “FIVE (WHITE) EYES” and ASIAN TIGERS appear to be insinuating: 

“Listen here you colored folks, whites in America and Europe are 

going to rule this world like one huge plantation till the end of time, 

and if anyone even thinks about making any effort to diminish this 

wonderful arrangement they will pay the ultimate price, along with 

their families, communities, and nations.” 

The problem is, the great final battle for white supremacy A is planning, will invariably, 

repeat invariably result in the most unfortunate deaths of 90% of the Caucasians 

worldwide because most live in the northern hemisphere. An angry Samson brings down 

the temple, and a whole lot more. 

In sum A is giving the world an ultimatum: “I’m going to be the king of the mountain 
forever, or I’m going to kill as many people as I can!” forgetting somehow this war might 

not be on TV, but rather a lot closer to home, and TV, the internet and refrigerator not 

working either. The Democrats Biggest Show in History may also be the last. 

Is that childish? 

Is that really necessary?  

https://www.rt.com/news/573560-senate-rejects-2001-aumf/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/?s=%22Five%20Eyes%22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSXbBYGFfhk
https://biblehub.com/judges/16-29.htm
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Author attempting to be diplomatic. Image by Robert Balog from Pixabay 
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